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1. Introduction
This report provides an overview of the activities related to increasing climate resilience in the Greater
Boston Metropolitan Area. Climate resilience is defined in this report as the capacity for a socio-ecological
system to: (1) absorb stresses and maintain function in the face of external stresses imposed upon it
by climate change and (2) adapt, reorganize, and evolve into more desirable configurations that improve
the sustainability of the system, leaving it better prepared for future climate change impacts.
First, the current state of affairs concerning climate adaptation in the Greater Boston Area is elaborated
on. Then different categories of organizations involved in climate adaptation are discussed and described.
Note that the organizations that are described are not an exhaustive list but a selection of organizations
that Dutch government or companies have either worked with or observed. The selection of
organizations that are mentioned in this report are based on their apparent prominence in the realm of
climate resilience in the Boston area. Organizations that are not elaborated on but are recommended to
take a closer look at are listed in the “Other Organizations”-section. The report wraps up with potential
opportunities for Dutch expertise and concluding remarks.

Background
Climate change is an ongoing process that is increasingly moving faster than measured ever before as a
result of human action. This has consequences for the livelihoods of people, animals and nature, such as
extreme temperatures, extreme precipitation, heavier (coastal) storms and sea-level rise. Especially when
some of these consequences are combined, it could cause many problems that aren’t prepared for. In
order to decrease the rate of climate change and to adapt to the changes that are occurring both climate
mitigation and climate adaptation is needed. Climate mitigation is done by reducing green house gas
emissions and climate adaptation is done by being prepared for the imminent consequences of climate
change.
In the Northeast of the United States, the consequences of climate change come in the shape of more
intense blizzards, extreme drought, heat waves and floods. According to the National Climate
Assessment, this impacts the availability of water, energy and food, it impacts the transport
infrastructures and the livelihood of the region.
On September 17th, 2018, Governor of Massachusetts Charles D. Baker adopted the State Hazard
Mitigation and Climate Adaptation Plan (SHMCAP), allocating 2,4 billion USD to climate mitigation and
climate adaptation for the whole Commonwealth. This plan is an integrated, state-wide plan that builds
upon the State’s commitment for clean energy and climate adaptation. An example of this commitment is
the construction of the 800 megawatts offshore windfarm at the coast of Martha’s Vineyard, making it
the largest renewable energy procurement of the United States (Groom, 2018). Expectations are that the
windfarm will be connected to the grid by 2021. Also, the City of Boston is active in climate resilience
activities. Superstorm Sandy in 2012 incentivized the City of Boston to accelerate action related to climate
adaptation, which has led to a number of vulnerability assessment reports, and adaptation strategy
reports such as the following:
-

Preparing for the Rising Tide – by the Boston Harbor Association (2013)
Greenovate Boston Climate Action Plan – Office of the Mayor of the City of Boston (2014)

To create consensus and consistency regarding the impacts of climate change, the Boston Research
Advisory Group (BRAG) was established in 2015. The BRAG is a collaboration between the City of Boston,
the University of Massachusetts (UMass) and the Boston Green Ribbon Commission. In collaboration,
they researched the climate change and sea level rise projections for Boston and produced a report in
2016. The City of Boston focuses on four risk factors as a consequence of climate change: sea-level rise,
extreme precipitation, coastal storms and extreme temperatures. Conclusions of the report claim that
these risk factors will increase over the coming decades and therefore action is needed.

2. Government activity
The public sector plays an important role in climate resilience, because climate resilience is treated as a
public good, as it’s about the well-being of communities in the longer term. The State of Massachusetts,
its cities and different public organizations each have their own approach on setting up initiatives with
regards to increasing climate resilience for their respective communities.

State of Massachusetts – Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
On September 16, 2016, Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker signed Executive Order 569 which
embodies an integrated climate change strategy for the Commonwealth. In this Executive Order
Governor Baker acknowledges the threat climate change poses to the environment, communities and the
economy. The integrated climate change strategy focuses both on reducing the emissions of greenhouse
gases and on increasing resilience to the impacts of climate change.
The Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs will coordinate new and existing efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and increase climate resilience. The Department of Environmental Protection
sets up new regulations that enables the State of MA to meet the statewide emission limits. These limits
include a regulation for electricity generating facilities in Massachusetts to be required to procure 16% of
electricity sales from clean energy sources increasing with 2% annually to reach 80% in 2050.
Furthermore, the State of MA has set a sector-wide, annually declining limit on aggregate CO2 emissions
from 9.15 million metric tons of CO2 in 2018 towards 1.8 million metric tons of CO2 in 2050. The
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs and the Secretary of Public Safety coordinates initiatives
that increase community resilience and climate adaptation with regards to extreme weather events. This
includes providing assistance to cities in this respect and the creation and implementation of a climate
adaptation plan that was adopted on September 17, 2018 and will be updated every five years. For every
Executive Office a Climate Change Coordinator will be assigned that will assist in the implementation of
the climate adaptation plan.
Furthermore, the State of Massachusetts signed a $2.4 billion Environmental Bond Bill that puts the
Executive Order 569 into law. Over $500 million of this amount is dedicated to climate change resiliency
efforts. The rest of the amount is dedicated to environmental protection and community investments.

City of Boston
Already in 2007, Boston’s Mayor initiated climate change risk and vulnerabilities assessments. In 2015 the
city of Boston began working on its “Climate Ready Boston Initiative” that wrapped up in 2016. The plan
addresses multiple levels of resilience by developing strategies with a focus on:
-

Preparing and connecting communities
Protecting shores
Implementing resilient infrastructure
Building adaptable buildings

In the meantime, Boston has launched neighborhood-level plans to protect different areas in Boston
against rising sea levels. In October 2017, there were plans released specifically for East Boston and
Charlestown, which take into account the protection of critical facilities for transportation, public safety
and water infrastructure. The East Boston plan will protect more than 13,200 residents, more than 310
businesses, and critical facilities. The estimated damage that may be prevented is $1.3 billion from a
single flood event. The Charlestown plan will protect 1,000 residents, more than 100 businesses, and the
estimated prevented damage by anticipated flooding is $229 million. In October 2018, Mayor Walsh
announced neighborhood-level plans for the Seaport and South Boston. By 2019, the planning process for
Downtown the North End and Moakley Park have started and plans for Dorchester will start in the Fall of
2019.
These plans are based on projections for sea-level rise, precipitation, and heat from research from across
the region, combined with the Boston Harbor Flood Risk Model, which was developed for the
Massachusetts Department of Transportation. The Boston Harbor Flood Risk Model is being expanded by
the City of Boston focusing on the entire Massachusetts coastline.
The major objectives of the City of Boston are reaching their greenhouse gas reduction goals by reaching
carbon-neutrality by 2050, making communities resilient to climate change, providing clean air, improving
mobility and access, building a green economy with blue collar jobs, and protecting all Bostonians.
The implementation of the Climate Action Plan is made possible by different groups. There is the
“Steering Committee”, which is made up of leadership from the City of Boston, the Green Ribbon
Commission, the MA Office of Coastal Zone Management and the Boston Planning and Development
Agency (BDPA). There is the “Working Group”, which is made up of experts, advocates, residents, City and
state staff, and business and nonprofit leaders. And there is also the “Street Teams” that are made up of
youth volunteers that attend community meetings, speak with small business owners and gather
feedback from Boston residents. The Climate Ready Boston Project team consists of the City of Boston,
HR&A Advisors, Arcadis, Sasaki and the University of Massachusetts Boston School for the Environment.
The Climate Ready Boston Citywide Report received the Gold prize of the 2019 National Planning
Achievement Award for Resilience this year, awarded by the American Planning Association (APA). The
APA recognizes the value of the Climate Ready Boston because of its focus on equity and social resilience,
accessible visual communication, and because it’s providing of an online progress tool and open-source
climate resilience spatial data.

City of Cambridge
The City of Cambridge has committed to prepare the community for the impacts of climate change, while
continuing their efforts of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The City of Cambridge is working on the
Climate Change Preparedness & Resilience (CCPR) Plan, involving thorough climate change vulnerability
assessments with a focus on increasing temperatures, precipitation and sea level rise. The vulnerabilities
consist of both physical and social vulnerabilities. As of now, there are two assessment reports published:
-

The City of Cambridge Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment Part 1 – City of Cambridge (2015)

-

The City of Cambridge Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment Part 2 – City of Cambridge (2017)

The CCPR plan is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2019. The project team consists of different
departments of the City of Cambridge, consultants such as Kleinfelder, MWH-Stantec, Woods Hole Group,
Chester Engineering, UMass Boston, JSI, HR&A, Consensus Building Institute, Buro Happold. The
vulnerability assessments are done in cooperation with a larger group of organizations.

City of Chelsea
Chelsea is surrounded by four different rivers and is susceptible to flooding as half of its land if built on
the federally designated 100-year flood plain. As Chelsea is a city with thriving business and a vibrant
community, there are many risks associated with flooding. In particular the flood risk of the Northeast
food distribution center and the natural gas and LNG farms on the waterfront form a serious threat.
The City of Chelsea is pro-actively addressing its vulnerabilities as a consequence of climate change, with
a specific focus on coastal flooding. In January 2017, the City of Chelsea published a report in
collaboration with Woods Hole Group and Stantec, to identify vulnerable areas of Chelsea at risk of
coastal flooding, to assess the flood risk and depth, prioritize infrastructure at risk and provide a
recommendation for adaptation measures to address these risks. See Figure 1 for an overview of the five
primary vulnerability zones in Chelsea. These zones place approximately 36% of the City within a flood
risk area under present day, 42% in 2030 and 49% in 2070.

Figure 1 - Areas of Chelsea vulnerable to coastal flooding (chelseama.gov)

There have been identified 12 critical public infrastructure assets within one of these vulnerability zones
that require to be included in adaptation strategies. The City of Chelsea is committed to finding shoreline
and site-specific adaptation strategies that are flexible enough to be useful over a range of future climate
change conditions. The City of Chelsea also considers ecological approaches, natural berms and hard
structures that can be adjusted or extended over time. The City of Chelsea is interested in measures that
involve resilient building and resilient site-design.

Metro Area Planning Council
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) is a public agency created under Massachusetts General
Law and governed by representatives of all cities and towns within the region. See Figure 2 for the region
where they operate in. The MAPC aims to promote smart growth and regional collaboration. The MAPC
works on various themes and one of them is climate change. The MAPC focuses both on climate

mitigation and climate adaptation. The MAPC offers cities and towns within the Metropolitan Area
assistance to help mitigate and prepare for the changing climate. With regards to adaptation, this
assistance ranges from completing vulnerability assessments, climate resiliency plans, health
assessments, coastal and inland adaptation plans, solar and storage feasibility support, and hazard
mitigation planning.

Figure 2 - MAPC region

MAPC published a Metro Boston Regional Climate Change Adaptation Strategy in 2015 to give
recommendations for actions to reduce the impacts of climate change. In the process of forming this
strategy, the MAPC gathered information about how different cities and towns address climate
adaptation. The MAPC plays an important role in connecting different stakeholders and improving
collaboration to address climate change more effectively.

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) is the main public transport system in
Massachusetts providing subway, bus, Commuter Rail, ferry and paratransit service to eastern
Massachusetts and parts of Rhode Island. The MBTA is a division of the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation.
The MBTA is taking steps to reduce their ecological footprint and to make the transit system more
resilient for climate change-induced extreme weather events. In 2017, the MBTA created a sustainability

report that highlights the progress that the MBTA has made until 2017 and other programs that are
ongoing with regards to sustainability and resilience.
The MBTA started a program in 2012 to build modern, efficient stations with green roofs to manage
stormwater runoff that would otherwise flood sewer and water systems and to use the stormwater to
water the landscaping around the buildings.
The MBTA has several stations that are extremely susceptible to floods (either due to precipitation or
coastal storm flooding), which causes a lot damage at each event. In 2016, the MBTA used a $21 million
climate resilience grant from the Federal Transit Administration to implement a comprehensive flood
protection system for the Fenway Portal on the Green Line.
Later, in 2018, the Aquarium Station on the Blue Line suffered major flood damage twice as a
consequence of a snowstorm, high winds, storm surge and a super high tide. The damages of the
Aquarium Station were over $2.5 million as important assets (below ground and above ground) were
damaged. It’s difficult for the MBTA to prevent floods in the area around the Aquarium Station, because
the area itself is very close to the harbor and the seawall is out of control of the MBTA themselves. The
current plan for protecting the Aquarium Station is to monitor storm events and deploy so-called Tiger
Dams and Flood Planks whenever a flood may occur to prevent most damage. There seems to be interest
in the procurement of more comprehensive solutions to protect the assets.
The Charlestown Bus Facility, which is the largest bus-maintenance facility owned by the MBTA,
experienced frequent flooding. The seawall of the surrounding shoreline was in bad condition and was
therefore replaced by a new shoreline protection that is also protected from scour and erosion. The
stormwater runoff is managed by using plants to filter the water before it enters the river.

3. Private sector activity
The private sector plays an important role in providing innovative tools, products and solutions that can
be deployed to increase climate resilience for communities. In this section, a selection of private
organizations that continue to play a role in the path toward climate resilience in Boston are described.
The selection is based on their prominent role in the climate resilience efforts in Boston and the
surrounding region. There are more organizations active in climate resilience that still need to be
explored further in the future. Some of them are listed in the last paragraph under this section.

Arcadis
Arcadis has been important in the climate risk and vulnerability study for Boston. Arcadis has led the
project team responsible for technical assessment, design and communications support for the Climate
Ready Boston Plan, for the City of Boston. The project team consisted of Sasaki Associates and the UMass
Boston Climate Institute.
Arcadis uses its global expertise for increasing climate resiliency and adaptation for projects in New York
City and New Orleans related to impacts caused by extreme weather events. This expertise and the
custom tools they have developed to evaluate current and future vulnerabilities and risks, are put to use
in the Climate Ready Boston Plan.

One Architecture & Urbanism (ONE)
One Architecture & Urbanism is a design and planning firm with offices in Amsterdam and New York. A
key area of expertise is large-scale resilience planning and infrastructure. ONE has worked together with
the City of Boston, Stoss Landscape Urbanism, Kleinfelder and Woods Hole Group on increasing climate
resilience in East Boston and Charlestown for the City of Boston’s Climate Ready Boston Plan. The coastal

resilience plan in East Boston and Charlestown is the first plan to come out of the Climate Ready Boston
Initiative.
Strategies for increasing resilience in East Boston and Charlestown where ONE is involved include coastal
flood protection systems integrated with open space. Waterfront parks can be both used for community
purposes and flood protection. In spaces where there is no space for waterfront parks, elevated parkways
are designed, that require less space, but still provide natural flood protection. Another solution is the
creation of nature-based features on shorelines that function as a natural buffer from storm damage and
increased rainfall. These strategies are adaptable over a longer period of time as climate change
predictions will likely change.
ONE is also engaged in the redevelopment of Moakley Park and Fort Point Channel in South Boston.
Moakley Park and Fort Point Channel will play an important role as a flood pathway that will protect
adjacent vulnerable communities. The redevelopment of these areas will help the area to become more
resilient to extreme weather events.

Sasaki
Sasaki is an interdisciplinary design firm that has contributed to making Boston more climate resilient.
Sasaki was part of the interdisciplinary team that completed the Climate Ready Boston Plan. Sasaki
contributed by examining the impacts climate change could have on vulnerable populations in Boston.
Furthermore, Sasaki designed the project maps and graphs that are used to communicate the outcomes
of the report.
In 2018, Sasaki has launched an incubator program within its headquarters, enabling participants of the
incubator to directly interact with experts that work at Sasaki. They boast an incubator space of 5,000
square feet of both shared workspaces and research studio space. The incubator program allows 2-4
teams on a fellowship of 9 months with a focus on the themes of climate innovation, transportation,
accessibility and placemaking. The incubator supports and empowers interdisciplinary, cross industry
collaboration.

Woods Hole Group
The Woods Hole Group is and international environmental services and products organization and is
active in the Boston area on climate resilience projects. The Woods Hole Group has contributed to a
project in the Boston Harbor in collaboration with the University of New Hampshire and the University of
Massachusetts to evaluate potential risk due to rising tides and extreme weather events. The results of
the vulnerability assessments are used to create preparedness plans for the Long and Central Wharves
site in Boston and Columbia Point in Dorchester. The Woods Hole Group has also been part of a project
for the Federal Highway Administration to assess Boston’s Central Artery vulnerability to sea level rise and
extreme weather events.

4. Academic activity
Many of the vulnerability assessments and future predictions of the effects of climate change come from
academic institutions that spend time and effort on researching climate change. Their knowledge of
essential for a successful increase in climate resilience. In this section several academic institutions that
are active on this topic are described.

University of Massachusetts Boston (UMB)
The University of Massachusetts Boston School for the Environment played a big role in the development
of the Climate Ready Boston Plan. The UMB oversaw a team of climate scientists, the Boston Research
Advisory group to develop climate projections for Boston, and it developed consensus about how the
climate of Boston will change over the course of the 21st century.
The Sustainable Solutions Lab (SSL) is an interdisciplinary partnership among five schools and four
institutes within UMass Boston. It consists of the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Management, the
College of Nursing and Health Sciences, the McCormack Graduate School of Policy and Global Studies, the
School for the Environment, the Institute for Asian American Studies, the Institute for New England Native
American Studies, The Mauricio Gaston Institute for Latino Community Development and Public Policy,
and the William Monroe Trotter Institute for the Study of Black History and Culture. The SSL focuses on
conducting research, organizing convenings taking thought leadership on climate adaptation. A convening
that the SSL is organizing is a quarterly Climate Adaptation Forum, that attracts community leaders,
government officials, nonprofits and private organizations alike to discuss innovative solutions towards a
climate resilient society.
There were ideas at the City of Boston of implementing a large harbor barrier system in the Boston
Harbor, but the SSL of UMB published a report advising against it, as it showed not being a feasible
solution for Boston. The research behind this advice was sponsored by the Boston Green Ribbon
Commission and funded by the Barr Foundation. UMB advised the City of Boston to remain focused on
shore-based resilience and neighborhood specific solutions, as local solutions can often provide
additional public advantages.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Urban Risk Lab
The MIT Urban Risk Lab develops methods, prototypes and technologies to increase the climate resilience
of communities by focusing on risk reduction and preparedness in urban and regional design. The MIT
Urban Risk Lab is focusing both on academic research and on change the course of global development
trends. MIT Urban Risk Lab is doing projects all over the world and has cutting edge technologies that
help increase climate resilience globally.

Wentworth Institute of Technology (WIT)
The Accelerate Wentworth Innovation + Entrepreneurship Center of Wentworth Institute of Technology
was launched in 2012 and brings together different disciplines from different sectors. In March 2019,
Accelerate hosted a 2-day pressure cooker to combine Dutch and U.S. expertise to develop strategies on
increasing urban and social resilience, which is related to climate resilience. In July 2019, Accelerate
hosted a working session as part of the Dutch Economic mission led by Prime Minister Mark Rutte. During
this working session, faculty and students from WIT, academics from other U.S. institutions, professionals
from U.S. private organizations and professionals from Dutch private organizations. During this session,
the Little Mystic Channel area was focuses on and design principles, and strategies for both land- and
water-use have been developed during this interdisciplinary session.

5. Non-profit activity
The Barr Foundation
The Barr Foundation is a philanthropic organization that focuses its activities on a.o. clean energy,
mobility and climate resilience. They seek to contribute to and catalyze the development of solutions that
will help Metro Boston become more resilient against severe weather events. The Barr foundation

provides grants to all kinds of projects that increase climate resilience in the Metro Boston area and
engages in active collaboration with the project owners. The Barr foundation has been cooperating
actively with the City of Boston in their activities to make Boston more Climate Resilient.
The engagement the Barr Foundation fosters with their constituents makes that they play quite a decisive
role in the developments of increasing the climate resilience of the Boston Metro area.

Green Ribbon Commission
The Boston Green Ribbon Commission (GRC) is a group of business, institutional, and civic leaders in
Boston working to develop shared strategies for fighting climate change in coordination with the City’s
Climate Action Plan. The GRC is a private, volunteer advisory group and facilitates conversations about
climate adaptation between the City of Boston and its private sector leaders. One of the GRC’s working
groups is the Climate Preparedness Working Group. Which provides input on the Climate Ready Boston
Plan, and supports projects that are created following flowing from the Climate Ready Boston dealing
with district scale resilience planning, governance issues, and financing strategies. One of the conclusions
that the GRC draws in one of their reports is that the implementation of all initiatives from the Climate
Ready Boston Plan is not going to be sufficient to prepare Boston’s built environment for the anticipated
flooding to result from climate change. Furthermore, GRC recommends the Mayor of Boston and the
Governor of Massachusetts to establish a joint commission on moving forward on climate adaptation.

Mystic River Watershed Association
The Mystic River Watershed Association (MRWA) is a nonprofit organization that concerns itself with
protecting and restoring the Mystic River. The Mystic River watershed is facing climate change related
issues, like flooding and droughts. In September 2018, the Mystic River Watershed Association, the
Consensus Building Institute and ten Mystic communities (Arlington, Boston, Cambridge, Chelsea, Everett,
Lexington, Medford, Somerville, Winchester, and Woburn) founded the Resilient Mystic Collaborative.
This collaborative is working together on regional projects to address the climate change related risks. In
June 2019, the MRWA has secured federal, state and philanthropic grants exceeding $1.1 million to
improve the climate resilience of Mystic Watershed communities. The MRWA plans to improve climate
resilience by managing stormwater flooding and water quality, increasing the resilience of vulnerable
residents during and after extreme weather events, and storm-hardening critical infrastructures (such as
Logan Airport; MBTA Blue, Orange and Commuter Rail Lines; Dear Island wastewater facility; the Amelia
Earhart Dam; and the New England Produce Center).

6. Other organizations
There are many more organizations active in the realm of climate resilience in the Boston region. For
focus and readability purposes, not all of them are elaborated on in this report. Some organizations that
are worth looking at more closely are the following:
A Better City, Action New England, Charles River Watershed Association, Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center (MassCEC), US Green Building Council (Boston Chapter), Boston Harbor Now, Boston Planning &
Development Agency, Boston Society of Landscape Architects, Harvard University Graduate School of
Design, MassPort, Stantec, Tetra Tech, Greentown Labs, and the Stone Foundation.

7. Opportunities for Dutch expertise
With an increasing focus on climate resilience in the Boston region and in Massachusetts, the
Netherlands is often mentioned as an example on how to handle rising sea levels and susceptibility to

flooding. With existing Dutch activities happening in New York, New Jersey, the San Francisco Bay Area,
Houston, New Orleans, and Charleston, this results in a high willingness of Boston-based parties to work
together with Dutch organizations with expertise in flood defense.

Climate Resilience Mission July 2019
In July 2019, an economic mission with a mission-track fully focused on climate resilience & water
technology. During this mission, 18 Dutch organizations participated in this mission to learn more about
the opportunities in the Boston area. The program was three days long and the first day was focused on
the climate adaptation in the city of Boston and more specifically the Climate Ready Boston Plan. The
second day focused on the metro area around Boston with attention for issues or initiatives in other parts
in the region. On the third day multiple parties were brought together in a working session at WIT to
come up with a development strategy for the Little Mystic Channel in Chelsea.
The mission showed that there is mutual interest between Dutch and Boston-region based organizations.
The Dutch Water Alliance found opportunities to exchange knowledge with the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority (MWRA) on water technology, and Spacetime Layers found that the MWRA could
benefit from its interactive map platform. The Dutch companies Dutchdam and Trelleborg have signed a
letter of intent expressing their plans to cooperate with the Boston Water & Sewer Commission.
In a discussion forum on the second day that brought local case owners together with Dutch counterparts
to explore solutions to local resilience challenges, the Stone Foundation discovered a natural parallel
between its Living Lab, a resilience test site situated in Boston’s Harbor Islands, and the Netherlands’ own
Living Labs. The Stone Foundation is now actively exploring whether Boston’s Living Lab could be a point
of entry for Dutch companies aiming to enter the Boston market and vice versa. The City of Portland in
Maine also established links with Deltares and several Dutch companies, including Moering, an expert in
green roofs, that could provide both planning expertise and technologies to solve its dual challenge of
managing tidal flooding and large storm events. Building on this and also the potential for creating test
site linkages between New England and the Netherlands, the State of Maine is considering a mission to
the Netherlands in Spring 2020.
Two other discussions demonstrated how the Netherlands’ growing expertise in working with diverse
stakeholders at the municipal level to design and implement resilience strategies could serve as a source
of best practice for Massachusetts. In this vein, Greater Boston’s Home Energy Efficiency Team (HEET) is
interested in learning from the City of Rotterdam how to affect a sustainable transition off natural gas to
geothermal heat via a micro-district model. The City of Chelsea is also interested in learning from the
Netherlands how to bring small business owners to the table with planners to design wetlands adaptation
strategy that also meets economic imperatives.
This mission made clear that addressing climate change is extremely complex and it proves difficult for
the region of Boston to address it collaboratively. The Dutch approach, where all parties are involved in
the process and contribute to formulating solutions in an interdisciplinary fashion is something the Dutch
can bring to the table. This mission has brought Dutch and U.S. parties together which may lead to
collaborative successes in the future.

Cleantech Mission September 2019
In September 2019, another mission was organized in Boston where Dutch and Nordic start-ups and
scale-ups participated to learn about the American market and its opportunities. This mission focused on
Energy Systems and Sustainable Building, which relates to clean energy solutions, sustainable building
practices, resilient urban design. This focus is closely tied to Boston’s climate resilience approach and
provides a wider collaboration with the Dutch.

Opportunities
One thing that seems to be lacking in Boston is for climate initiatives to be seen as a solid business
opportunity. There may be a role for the Dutch in this, similarly as Arcadis and ONE have been capitalizing
on this relatively open market in Boston. Both the City of Boston and the State of Massachusetts are
investing in climate adaptation and have made plans. However, there is still a lot of effort needed to get
to a point where there is a level of climate resilience that reduces the climate change associated risks to
an acceptable level.
Boston and surrounding areas rely a lot on vulnerability studies and flood maps based in historic data,
such as the FEMA flood maps. Criticism is that a lot of the flood maps aren’t taking climate change into
account enough, and that there are many uncertainties involved in these vulnerability studies. Mapping
what climate change means for the region of Boston in an adaptive fashion, indicating the uncertain
parameters properly, seems like a good opportunity where Dutch expertise can capitalize on.
Boston’s real estate is built extremely close to the waterfront, which poses many costly risks for Boston.
Because in many places there are barely buffers for flood or stormwater, the possible damages are
enormous. Bringing property owners, businesses, residents and the City of Boston together and offering a
solution that will help prevent flood damage to areas such as Downtown or Seaport, will save Boston a lot
of money. This could be used as a business opportunity to develop an integrated solution that will cater
to the needs of all of the involved.
In terms of landscaping and urban design, the City of Boston and State of Massachusetts can learn a lot
from Dutch expertise. Living with water and designing landscapes and cityscapes around it in a smart way
is expertise the Dutch have and the Boston area needs. There are many possible projects where design
can play an important role.

8. Concluding remarks
Although initiatives taken in Boston and Massachusetts are promising, it is not easy for Boston to become
a climate resilience front-runner. It still takes lot of political will and there is not enough thriving business
happening in the climate resilience sector at the moment. The difficult dilemma that Boston faces with
regards to the complex issues of climate adaptation is on the one hand the urgent need to make big leaps
forward, while keeping all stakeholders closely involved and catering to their needs.
It is clear that there is a natural fit in collaboration between the Netherlands and organizations in the
Boston area. Existing collaborations are few and relatively new, and there is room for growth of Dutch
activity in the region.
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